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Like proteins, structured RNAs must specify a native conformation
that is more stable than all other possible conformations. Local
structure is much more stable for RNA than for protein, so it is likely
that the principal challenge for RNA is to stabilize the native
structure relative to misfolded and partially folded intermediates
rather than unfolded structures. Many structured RNAs contain
peripheral structural elements, which surround the core elements.
Although it is clear that peripheral elements stabilize structure
within RNAs that contain them, it has not yet been explored
whether they specifically stabilize the native states relative to
alternative folds. A two-piece version of the group I intron RNA
from Tetrahymena is used here to show that the peripheral
element P5abc binds to the native conformation of the rest of the
RNA 50,000 times more tightly than it binds to a long-lived
misfolded conformation. Thus, P5abc stabilizes the native conformation by ⬇6 kcal兾mol relative to this misfolded conformation.
Further, activity measurements show that for the RNA lacking
P5abc, the native conformation is only marginally preferred over
the misfolded conformation (<0.5 kcal兾mol), indicating that the
peripheral structure of this RNA is required to achieve a significant
thermodynamic preference for the native state. Such ‘‘structural
specificity’’ may be a general function of RNA peripheral domains.
folding thermodynamics 兩 misfolded intermediate 兩 RNA folding

S

tructured RNAs, like proteins, face the fundamental challenge
of specifying a native three-dimensional structure that is at least
as stable as the combination of all possible unfolded and misfolded
structures. Although this basic challenge is shared between these
classes of molecules, the specific nature of the challenge differs.
Many proteins exist in a two-state equilibrium between the native
species and an ensemble of conformations that lack extensive
structure, so that the principle challenge for proteins is to stabilize
the native structure relative to unfolded conformations. In contrast,
because local structure for RNA is independently stable, unfolded
species are not significantly populated, and therefore the principal
challenge for RNA is to stabilize the native species relative to
misfolded and partially folded alternative conformations (1–3).
RNA also differs from protein in the strategies used to generate
stable tertiary structure. Whereas proteins derive much of their
tertiary stability from the packing of nonpolar side chains within a
hydrophobic core, RNA is unable to use this strategy. First, its
backbone is charged on every residue; second, although its bases
have some hydrophobic character (4), their interactions also involve
substantial polar components (5, 6). Further, the bases are largely
sequestered within duplexes and unavailable for tertiary interactions. As one alternative strategy, many structured RNAs, including
ribosomal RNAs, RNase P RNA, and group I and group II introns,
contain ‘‘peripheral elements,’’ which lie on the outside of the
structure and confer tertiary stability by forming long-range contacts to one another and to the core elements (7–14).
The role of peripheral structure in stability and function has been
studied extensively in the archetypal group I RNA from Tetrahymena thermophila. In several studies using this RNA and other
group I RNAs, deletion of individual peripheral elements gave
RNAs that retained some catalytic activity but had increased Mg2⫹
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requirements for stable folding (15–18). A particularly well-studied
peripheral element that gives such behavior upon deletion is P5abc,
which is present in the Tetrahymena RNA and conserved within the
IC1 subgroup of group I introns (Fig. 1). Further, the P5abc
element can be added back to the variant RNA as a separate
molecule to restore WT activity (19). It forms an extensive interface
with the P4-P6 domain mediated by tertiary contacts (20–22) and
forms a loop–loop base-pairing interaction with another peripheral
element, P2 (9). Upon binding, P5abc was shown by chemical
footprinting to tighten packing of the catalytic core (23), leading to
greater preorganization of the active site for substrate binding and
catalysis (24).
The nature of RNA folding energetics outlined above raises the
question of whether the peripheral architecture stabilizes the native
species relative to specific misfolded or partially structured intermediates, because such structural specificity may be critical for
RNA (3, 25). Although peripheral structure has been shown clearly
to stabilize tertiary structure in a general sense, the specificity of this
stabilization has not been explored. Here, we use the two-piece
Tetrahymena RNA resulting from P5abc deletion to probe whether
peripheral architecture stabilizes the native species relative to a
long-lived misfolded intermediate, which accumulates during folding but is not populated significantly at equilibrium for the WT
ribozyme (26–28). We find that P5abc provides an enormous
stabilization of the native state relative to the misfolded state, ⬇6
kcal兾mol under standard conditions, and, surprisingly, in the absence of P5abc, the native state is only marginally more stable than
the misfolded state. Thus, peripheral structure can have a profound
effect on structural specificity, stabilizing the native species relative
to alternative conformations.
Materials and Methods
Materials. WT (L-21兾ScaI) ribozyme, Tetrahymena ribozyme vari-

ant lacking the P5abc peripheral element (E⌬P5abc), and P5abc
RNA were prepared by in vitro transcription (29) and purified as
described in ref. 30. RNA oligonucleotides (Dharmacon Research,
Lafayette, CO) were 5⬘ end-labeled with [ ␥ - 32 P]ATP
(PerkinElmer) by using T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England
Biolabs). P5abc and E⌬P5abc RNAs were 5⬘ end-labeled after
removal of 5⬘-phosphoryl groups by shrimp alkaline phosphatase
(MBI Fermentas, Amherst, NY). E⌬P5abc RNA was 3⬘ end-labeled
with [␣-32P]dATP (PerkinElmer) by using DNA polymerase I (the
exo⫺ Klenow fragment, New England Biolabs) to extend the
ribozyme with a DNA oligonucleotide as a template (31). Labeled
RNAs were purified by nondenaturing PAGE (29, 32).
32P-labeled P5abc
(*P5abc) from misfolded and native E⌬P5abc ribozyme was measured by gel mobility shift using a pulse–chase procedure (33).
Unless otherwise indicated, reaction conditions were 50 mM Na-
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Fig. 1. Two-part ribozyme system consisting of E⌬P5abc and P5abc. In the WT
RNA, P5 and P5a are covalently connected within L5, on either side of the solid
line. The core region of the ribozyme is shaded gray. Tertiary contacts of P5abc
are shown with thick dashed lines and arrows. Other long-range tertiary
contacts are shown with thin dashed lines and arrows.

Mops (pH 7.0) and 10 mM MgCl2 at 25°C. Ribozyme was briefly
incubated (10 mM Mg2⫹ at 25°C) to give predominantly misfolded
ribozyme [up to ⬇85% (26)] or incubated longer (30 min at 50°C
or ⱖ3 h at 25°C) to give predominantly native ribozyme (ref. 34 and
Fig. 4A). *P5abc was bound to 100 nM E⌬P5abc for 5 min, at which
time a 10-fold excess of unlabeled P5abc over E⌬P5abc was added.
The fraction of *P5abc bound to E⌬P5abc over time was determined
by 12% nondenaturing PAGE (run at 4°C) and quantitated by using
a phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics).
Rate constants for *P5abc binding to native and misfolded
ribozyme were measured by using a similar pulse–chase procedure
(34). *P5abc was added to populations of predominantly misfolded
or native E⌬P5abc (50–200 nM, generated as above). At various
times, unlabeled P5abc (2.5 M) was added to block further binding
of *P5abc. Samples were immediately loaded on a 12% nondenaturing gel and processed as above. The rate of P5abc binding to
native ribozyme was monitored by activity as described in ref. 26.
Activity Assays to Follow Refolding of Misfolded E⌬P5abc Ribozyme.

The fraction of ribozyme present in the native state was determined
from the fraction of 5⬘-32P-labeled oligonucleotide substrate
CCCUCUA5 (S*) that was cleaved in a burst, as described in ref.
27. E⌬P5abc was incubated to generate misfolded ribozyme as above.
At various times, aliquots were added to a solution containing
guanosine and excess P5abc. [It was necessary to add P5abc so that
the fraction of native E⌬P5abc ribozyme could be determined by
catalytic activity (19, 23, 24). P5abc also slows refolding of the
misfolded ribozyme (ref. 28 and unpublished data), providing a
convenient quench of the refolding reaction.] S* was added for 1
min, at which time quench solution was added (two volumes of 70%
formamide兾20 mM EDTA兾0.1% bromophenol blue兾0.1% xylene
cyanol). Labeled substrate and product were separated by 20%
Johnson et al.

denaturing PAGE (29) and quantitated by using a phosphorimager.
The fraction of S* present as product was plotted against refolding
time to give the rate constant and endpoint for refolding to the
native state. The fraction of S* that is cleaved rapidly was shown
previously to provide a good measure of the fraction of native
ribozyme for the WT (27), and we demonstrated this relationship
for the E⌬P5abc ribozyme as well (see Supporting Text, which is
published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).
Fe(II)-EDTA Footprinting. Footprinting was performed essentially as
described in refs. 23 and 35 (see Supporting Text). Quantitation was
performed by using the software SAFA (SemiAutomated Footprinting Analysis) (36).

Results
P5abc Binds More Tightly to Native Ribozyme than to Misfolded
Ribozyme. To probe whether peripheral structure stabilizes the

native conformation of the ribozyme relative to the misfolded
conformation, we used the two-part RNA composed of the ribozyme lacking P5abc (E⌬P5abc) and the separate P5abc RNA (Fig.
1). We chose this peripheral element because prior work showed
that E⌬P5abc can achieve a native state (17), but, like the WT
ribozyme, E⌬P5abc populates a long-lived misfolded species during
folding (26). Further, the ability of P5abc to bind to E⌬P5abc as a
separate molecule (19) would allow us to address whether its
presence stabilizes the native state by using the experimental
approach depicted in Fig. 2. The two processes depicted (P5abc
binding to the ribozyme and refolding between the native and
misfolded conformations) constitute a thermodynamic cycle. Because the total free-energy change of the cycle must be zero, if
P5abc binds preferentially to either native or misfolded ribozyme,
its presence must stabilize that species, and the magnitude of the
stabilization must be equal to the difference in the binding free
PNAS 兩 July 19, 2005 兩 vol. 102 兩 no. 29 兩 10177
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Fig. 2. Thermodynamic cycle of P5abc binding to native and misfolded
E⌬P5abc ribozyme. E⌬P5abc(M) and E⌬P5abc(N) represent misfolded and native
E⌬P5abc
E⌬P5abc ribozyme, respectively. Values of the equilibrium constants KM7N
,
M
N
Kd,
,
and
K
that
were
determined
in
this
work
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shown
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, was calculated by
dividing the ‘‘raw’’ fraction of native ribozyme (0.52 as determined by enzyme
activity; see Fig. 4) by the fraction of misfolded ribozyme, which was inferred
to be equal to the remainder of the ribozyme minus a small fraction that is
unreactive, presumably from damage (Fig. 4); (1 ⫺ 0.52 ⫺ 0.12 ⫽ 0.36) Thus,
E⌬P5abc
KM7N
is calculated as 0.52兾0.36 ⫽ 1.4. The equilibrium binding constants,
M
N
Kd,
P5abc and Kd, P5abc, were calculated from rate constants for dissociation and
association of P5abc and the E⌬P5abc ribozyme. Dissociation rate constants
M
⫺1 (Fig. 3A) and k N
⫺6 min⫺1 (Fig.
were koff,
P5abc ⫽ 0.026 min
off, P5abc ⫽ 1.1 ⫻ 10
3C). Association rate constants were measured for populations of ⬇60% and
⬇15% native ribozyme (Fig. 7). Corrections for the mixed populations gave
the following values for P5abc association with the pure native and misfolded
N
7
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⫺1 and k M
7
⫺1
⫺1
species: kon,
P5abc ⫽ 1.9 ⫻ 10 M 䡠min
on, P5abc ⫽ 0.8 ⫻ 10 M 䡠min .

energy. Therefore, we set out to determine the equilibrium binding
constants of P5abc to the native and misfolded conformers of the
ribozyme. Because the complex of P5abc with the native ribozyme
is extraordinarily tight (23) and the misfolded ribozyme refolds to
the native state on the same timescale that would be required for
equilibration of P5abc binding (shown here), it is not feasible to
measure binding of P5abc to the native and misfolded species
directly in equilibrium experiments. We therefore measured the
kinetics of P5abc binding and release to the native and misfolded
conformers and calculated the equilibrium dissociation constants
from these kinetic parameters.
We followed dissociation of P5abc from native and misfolded
E⌬P5abc by using a gel mobility shift assay as described in ref. 23.
*P5abc was bound to E⌬P5abc, and then excess ‘‘chase’’ P5abc was
added to make dissociation of *P5abc essentially irreversible (33).
To distinguish dissociation of *P5abc from native and misfolded
ribozyme, we systematically varied the fractions of misfolded and
native ribozyme by varying the incubation time of E⌬P5abc before
addition of *P5abc (15 min to 3 h). Because the misfolded ribozyme
refolds to the native state on this time scale (see Fig. 4A), longer
incubations would give larger fractions of native ribozyme.
Dissociation of *P5abc from a population of 80% misfolded
ribozyme gave a rate constant of 0.026 min⫺1 for the major phase,
suggesting that this rate constant reflected dissociation from misfolded ribozyme (Fig. 3A). A fraction of the *P5abc did not
dissociate on this time scale, indicating that it was present in a much
longer-lived complex. Increasing the preincubation time, and therefore the fraction of native ribozyme, increased the fraction of
*P5abc that did not dissociate on the experimental time scale,
suggesting that the long-lived complex represented *P5abc bound
to the native ribozyme. Further supporting this idea, a plot of the
fraction of *P5abc that did not dissociate against preincubation time
gave a rate constant of 0.013 min⫺1 (Fig. 3B), similar to the rate
constant for refolding of misfolded ribozyme to the native state, as
measured by enzymatic activity (0.019 min⫺1; Fig. 4A). This result
provides strong support for the assignment of the 0.026-min⫺1
phase as representing dissociation from misfolded ribozyme and the
endpoint as representing the fraction of *P5abc bound to native
ribozyme. Surprisingly, even with preincubation times that should
be long enough to allow complete refolding of misfolded E⌬P5abc to
the native state, the early phase of dissociation with a rate constant
of ⬇0.02 min⫺1 was observed. This finding introduced the possibility that a significant fraction of the E⌬P5abc ribozyme remains
misfolded at equilibrium (see text under the heading ‘‘An Equilibrium Mixture of Native and Misfolded E⌬P5abc Ribozyme’’).
To determine the rate constant for dissociation of P5abc from the
native ribozyme, we sought conditions that would give observable
dissociation of P5abc. Although there was a small decrease in the
fraction of *P5abc bound under standard conditions at 26 h (0.2%),
giving a calculated value of 1.3 ⫻ 10⫺6 min⫺1, the change was so
small that the calculated rate constant had considerable uncertainty. Further, if the true fraction of P5abc remaining bound was
only slightly larger than our measured value, it could reflect much
slower dissociation than calculated (because it would be possible
that essentially no P5abc had dissociated beyond the ‘‘background’’
that was unbound at the start of the experiment). We therefore
considered the calculated rate constant to approximate an upper
limit for the true rate constant. Increased temperature gave more
rapid P5abc dissociation, such that it could be easily measured, and
the rate constants gave a linear Arrhenius plot (Fig. 3C). Extrapolation from data collected between 30°C and 50°C gave a value of
1.1 ⫻ 10⫺6 min⫺1 at 25°C, in the same range as that obtained from
direct measurement. Thus, under these conditions, P5abc dissociates from misfolded ribozyme ⬇20,000-fold faster than from native
ribozyme (0.026 min⫺1 vs. 1.1 ⫻ 10⫺6 min⫺1).
To determine whether the slower dissociation of P5abc from
native ribozyme reflects stronger equilibrium binding, it was necessary to measure the association rate of *P5abc to the native and
10178 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0501498102

Fig. 3. Kinetics of P5abc dissociation. (A) E⌬P5abc RNA was preincubated with 10
mM Mg2⫹ for 15 (E), 35 (䊐), 65 (‚), or 185 (〫) min to generate mixtures of native
and misfolded ribozyme. Rate constants for *P5abc dissociation and endpoints
were as follows: 0.025 min⫺1 and 0.34 (E); 0.017 min⫺1 and 0.42 (䊐); 0.032 min⫺1
and 0.51 (‚); and 0.020 min⫺1 and 0.63 (〫). Each curve also displayed a more rapid
phase of *P5abc dissociation (0.3 min⫺1, amplitude 0.1– 0.2), which is probably the
result of a small fraction of damaged ribozyme or additional folding intermediates. (B) Increase in fraction of native ribozyme. The fraction of *P5abc that
remained bound at the end of the 0.02-min⫺1 kinetic phase in A is plotted against
preincubation time (see Materials and Methods). The data shown are from the
experiment in A and from an identical independent experiment. The increase in
endpoint gave a rate constant of 0.013 min⫺1, the same within error as that
determined for equilibration of native and misfolded ribozyme by measuring
catalytic activity (see Fig. 4). (C) Dissociation of *P5abc from native ribozyme. Data
between 30°C and 50°C (E) were used to extrapolate to 25°C (dotted line). The
value obtained as an upper limit by direct measurement at 25°C (see Results) is
also shown (䊐).

misfolded species. Rate constants for P5abc binding to populations
of predominantly native or misfolded ribozyme were similar [(1.5 ⫾
0.3) ⫻ 107 M⫺1䡠min⫺1 and (1.0 ⫾ 0.2) ⫻ 107 M⫺1䡠min⫺1, respectively; Fig. 7, which is published as supporting information on the
PNAS web site] and similar to a value determined previously at
37°C using the onset of enzymatic activity (26). Corrections for the
mixed populations present in the association rate determinations
gave rate constants for P5abc binding to pure populations of native
Johnson et al.

Native Stabilization by P5abc Under a Range of Conditions. We
measured the kinetics of P5abc binding and release from the native
and misfolded E⌬P5abc ribozyme under a range of conditions,
including varying Mg2⫹ concentration (2–20 mM), Na⫹ concentration (20–420 mM in a background of 10 mM Mg2⫹), and
temperature (25–37°C). Under all conditions, P5abc dissociated
from the misfolded ribozyme at least 350-fold faster than from the
native ribozyme (Table 1, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The differences were larger with
higher Mg2⫹ concentration, lower Na⫹ concentration, and lower
temperature. Under all conditions that allowed measurement of
association rate constants, only small differences were observed
between native and misfolded ribozyme (Table 1). Thus, P5abc
stabilizes the native conformation by at least 3.5 kcal兾mol under a
broad range of conditions.
Fig. 4. Approach to equilibrium of native and misfolded ribozyme. (A) The
fraction of native ribozyme determined by catalytic activity (see Materials and
Methods) is plotted as a function of folding time in the absence (E) or presence
(䊐) of 2.8 M P5abc. The reaction in the presence of P5abc also contained 0.2
M Na⫹, which accelerates the equilibration of native and misfolded ribozyme,
allowing the data to be shown on the same scale. The presence of 0.2 M Na⫹
had no effect on the endpoint in the presence or absence of P5abc (data not
shown). The data gave rate constants for approach to equilibrium of 0.019 ⫾
0.003 min⫺1 in the absence of P5abc and 0.037 min⫺1 in the presence of P5abc
and 0.2 M Na⫹. (B) Approach to equilibrium of native and misfolded ribozyme
upon Mg2⫹ dilution. After equilibrium was reached in the presence of 50 mM
Mg2⫹ (0.007 min⫺1, 0.61 endpoint), Mg2⫹ was diluted to 10 mM (dotted line),
and approach to the new equilibrium was monitored by catalytic activity. The
new equilibrium value (0.47) was approached with a rate constant of 0.019 ⫾
0.001 min⫺1, the same as that for approach to equilibrium after initial misfolding (0.019 ⫾ 0.003 min⫺1, A).

and misfolded ribozyme of 1.9 ⫻ 107 M⫺1䡠min⫺1 and 0.8 ⫻ 107
M⫺1䡠min⫺1, respectively. Combining the slightly faster binding of
P5abc to the native ribozyme with the much slower dissociation
from native ribozyme leads to the conclusion that P5abc binds
⬇50,000-fold more tightly to native than misfolded ribozyme, a
free-energy difference of ⬇6 kcal兾mol.

An Equilibrium Mixture of Native and Misfolded E⌬P5abc Ribozyme. For

the WT ribozyme, although the misfolded conformation accumulates during folding, the native state is thermodynamically favored
such that refolding to the native state is essentially complete (26,
27). However, the large stabilization of the native conformation by
P5abc and the fast phase of *P5abc dissociation from ‘‘prefolded’’
E⌬P5abc (Fig. 3B) introduced the possibility that a fraction of the
E⌬P5abc ribozyme remains misfolded at equilibrium. To explore this
possibility, we followed refolding of the misfolded E⌬P5abc ribozyme
by using enzymatic activity (Fig. 4A) (27). We measured the
fraction of native ribozyme over time by adding S* to aliquots of the
reaction (see Materials and Methods). The fraction of S* that was
rapidly cleaved increased with refolding time (Fig. 4A), indicating
net formation of native ribozyme. However, instead of proceeding
to completion, the refolding reaction gave a maximal fraction of S*
cleavage of ⬇0.5, suggesting that the equilibrium constant between
native and misfolded species is near unity. Nevertheless, there were
three alternative possibilities, which are ruled out, in turn, below.
First, this low endpoint could have arisen if a substantial fraction of
the ribozyme was damaged and therefore nonreactive. Second, the
apparent endpoint might not have been a true endpoint; instead, it

Kinetic Complexity from Multistep Binding? RNA complexes often

form by means of mechanisms described as ‘‘induced fit,’’ in which
complex formation is accompanied by conformational changes in
one or both binding partners (37, 38). Such multistep complex
assembly necessitates the formation of assembly intermediates,
which in some cases can be long-lived and therefore may accumulate. Accumulation and experimental trapping of such an intermediate can cause the equilibrium dissociation constant calculated
from the kinetics of binding and release to be smaller (i.e.,
indicating tighter binding) than the true value, as has recently been
demonstrated for formation of certain RNA–protein complexes
(39, 40). This phenomenon may also occur for RNA–RNA complexes, which typically require conformational rearrangements and
intermediates (41–43).
To determine whether long-lived intermediates accumulate as
P5abc binds the ribozyme, we measured the rate of formation of the
Johnson et al.

Fig. 5. Minimal folding scheme for the E⌬P5abc ribozyme. Upon addition of
Mg2⫹, the ribozyme folds from an ensemble of conformations that have secondary structure but lack defined tertiary structure (U). The ribozyme partitions
during folding between pathways to the misfolded and native species (M and N),
with most of the ribozyme folding to M (indicated by thick arrow). The partitioning is shown as occurring during folding, as shown for the WT ribozyme (27),
but the commitment point between pathways has not been determined for the
E⌬P5abc ribozyme. The N and M species slowly reach an equilibrium that slightly
favors N (K ⫽ 1.4). Folding steps are shown with multiple arrows to emphasize the
likelihood of multiple steps and intermediates.
PNAS 兩 July 19, 2005 兩 vol. 102 兩 no. 29 兩 10179
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active complex of P5abc with the native ribozyme by following the
onset of enzymatic activity. If assembly required formation of an
intermediate that was long-lived enough to be trapped experimentally, its lifetime would limit the rate of formation of the active
complex to ⬍⬇0.5 min⫺1 (corresponding to the time required for
the sample to be loaded and to enter the gel matrix). However, the
rate constant increased linearly with P5abc concentration to ⬎3
min⫺1, ruling out the possibility of an intermediate that is trapped
experimentally (data not shown). Thus, the 6 kcal兾mol tighter
binding of P5abc to native ribozyme indicates that P5abc stabilizes
the native conformation relative to the misfolded conformation by
the same magnitude.

might have reflected the formation of an additional misfolded
intermediate that did not refold to the native state significantly on
the time scale of the experiment. Third, the endpoint could have
represented an equilibrium between native and unfolded species
rather than between native and misfolded species.
We addressed the possibility of damaged ribozyme by performing an analogous refolding experiment in the presence of P5abc
(Fig. 4A). The endpoint of this reaction was substantially higher
(0.88), providing strong evidence against the possibility that the
lower endpoint above was due to a large fraction of nonreactive
ribozyme. Further, this increase in endpoint is predicted from the
model that P5abc stabilizes the native state.¶ Addition of P5abc to
ribozyme that had first been folded to the 0.5 endpoint gave a
similar increase in the reactive fraction (data not shown). This
increase provided a direct visualization of the native stabilization by
P5abc and ruled out the possibility that the low endpoint in the
absence of P5abc arose because of damage to the RNA that
occurred during the refolding reaction.
To determine whether the low endpoint was caused by a longerlived misfolded species for E⌬P5abc, we took advantage of the
observation that increased Mg2⫹ concentration gave a small but
reproducible increase in the endpoint accumulation of native
ribozyme (Fig. 4B). If the low endpoint under standard conditions
indeed reflected establishment of an equilibrium, we reasoned that
it should be possible to approach that equilibrium from either side.
We therefore allowed the ribozyme to fold to its higher endpoint at
elevated Mg2⫹ concentration and then diluted back to the standard
condition of 10 mM Mg2⫹. The fraction of native ribozyme
decreased to a final value of 0.47. This value is nearly the same as
that obtained upon initial folding (Fig. 4A), consistent with formation of an equilibrium between species and inconsistent with
formation of a kinetically trapped intermediate. A trapped intermediate would be less stable than the native species, by definition,
and so would not be expected to increase in concentration relative
to the native species. Further, the rate constant for approach to this
new equilibrium (0.019 ⫾ 0.001 min⫺1) was the same as that for
initial refolding from the misfolded species, as would be predicted
for a simple equilibration between two species (44). A complementary experiment in which Mg2⫹ concentration was increased from
10 to 50 mM gave the expected increase in the fraction of native
ribozyme (Fig. 8, which is published as supporting information on
the PNAS web site), providing further support for this model.
Finally, we considered the possibility that the low endpoint of
refolding for E⌬P5abc represented establishment of an equilibrium
between the native ribozyme and unfolded or partially folded
intermediates. It was shown previously by thermal denaturation and
Fe(II)-EDTA footprinting that E⌬P5abc attains its global fold between 5 and 10 mM Mg2⫹ at 37°C (23, 24), providing strong
evidence against the possibility of a significant fraction of unfolded
or partially folded ribozyme under the conditions of our experiments (25°C and 10 mM Mg2⫹). Nevertheless, to rule out this
possibility, we performed Fe(II)-EDTA footprinting under the
conditions of the activity measurements (Fig. 9, which is published
as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Several regions
of the ribozyme were protected from radical-induced cleavage in
the presence of Mg2⫹; other regions gave enhanced cleavage. All of
the observed changes in accessibility occurred with K1/2 ⬍ 5 mM
Mg2⫹, providing further evidence against unfolded or partially
folded intermediates accounting for the low folding endpoint.

The Same Misfolded Species Accumulates During Folding and Persists
at Equilibrium. Together, the data suggested a simple model in which

E⌬P5abc initially partitions between folding to the native and misfolded species, with ⬇85–90% misfolding under standard conditions (26), and then slowly refolds to give a nearly equal mixture of
the two species (Fig. 5). For this model to hold, however, the
misfolded intermediate that accumulates early in folding must be
the same species that is populated at equilibrium. Supporting this
model, dissociation of P5abc from misfolded ribozyme gave the
same rate constant regardless of whether refolding was allowed to
proceed long enough to reach equilibrium (Fig. 3A), suggesting that
these misfolded species were the same. As an independent test of
the model, we generated two populations of E⌬P5abc ribozyme. In
one, the ribozyme was folded with Mg2⫹ for a brief time to allow
accumulation of the kinetic misfolded intermediate; in the other,
the ribozyme was folded long enough to allow accumulation of the
equilibrium intermediate. We added excess P5abc to each population and measured rate constants for the formation of additional
native ribozyme. Under a wide range of solution conditions, these
two ribozyme populations gave the same rate constants for native
state formation within error, even as the changes in conditions gave
rate constants that ranged nearly three orders of magnitude (Table
2, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web
site). Thus, it is apparently the same misfolded conformer of E⌬P5abc
that accumulates during folding and persists at equilibrium (Fig. 5).
Discussion
To populate a functional structure, an RNA sequence must encode
a native architecture that is at least as stable as all other possible
architectures combined. Although the strategies that RNAs use to
stabilize their functional structures are certainly varied, a recurring
theme is the presence of peripheral elements or proteins that
interact with core elements. Here, we have shown that peripheral
structure within the group I ribozyme from Tetrahymena stabilizes
the native conformation relative to a particularly long-lived misfolded structure. Although it has been suggested that such ‘‘structural specificity’’ is a critical part of stabilizing RNA structure in
general (3), whether peripheral structure can provide such specificity had not been addressed for any RNA.
We found that the P5abc peripheral element binds several orders
of magnitude stronger to the native conformer of the ribozyme
missing this element than to the misfolded conformer. This result
indicates that P5abc stabilizes the native conformer relative to the
misfolded one by the same amount, or that it provides 3.5–7
kcal兾mol of structural specificity (with the exact amount depending
on solution conditions). This energetic effect is enormous, larger
than the free-energy change for global folding of many proteins

¶The

stabilization of the native state predicted from the 50,000-fold tighter binding of
P5abc to the native ribozyme would give an endpoint of essentially 1, significantly higher
than the observed 0.88 endpoint. This difference presumably arises from a small fraction
of damaged ribozyme (⬇12%) that binds oligonucleotide substrate CCCUCUA5 but does
not give cleavage. We favor this model over the alternative (that this remaining fraction
forms an additional long-lived misfolded conformer) because the nonreactive fraction is
consistent between experiments for a given ribozyme preparation but varies between
experiments from different preparations (from 10% to 25%; unpublished data).
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Fig. 6. Tighter binding of P5abc to the native E⌬P5abc ribozyme than the
misfolded ribozyme is suggested to arise from more favorable preorientation
of the contact partners for P5abc in the native conformation. Loss of preorientation in the misfolded conformation is depicted schematically as displacement of the contact-forming regions relative to each other, as well as increased mobility of these regions (black curves).
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of any tertiary contact, which would suggest that the specificity
arises from global cooperativity of tertiary structure formation.
We also found that, in the absence of P5abc, the ribozyme
equilibrates nearly equally between the native and misfolded species. Thus, the selective stabilization by P5abc is necessary to
generate a significant thermodynamic preference for the native
state. On one hand, this finding highlights the ability of RNA to fold
to multiple conformations, a property that has been suggested to be
crucial for the evolution of functional RNAs (48, 49) and for the
ability of RNA to catalyze complex reactions like pre-mRNA
splicing and translation, which require extensive conformational
rearrangements through steps of the reactions (50, 51). On the
other hand, the loss of native stability in the absence of P5abc raises
the question of how other group I RNAs stabilize their native folds
relative to alternative folds, because many do not contain P5abc,
and some lack most of the peripheral structures of the Tetrahymena
RNA (52). For RNAs that lack extensive peripheral structure, it is
possible that features in their cores favor the native conformation
or that the limited peripheral contacts they do possess can efficiently constrain the RNA to the native conformation. It is also
possible that for many group I RNAs, proteins that bind to the
native structures of the RNAs (53, 54) function in part to stabilize
the native conformation relative to alternative folds. It will be
fascinating to explore the extent to which RNA peripheral elements
and RNA-binding proteins, in general, function by stabilizing the
functional structures of their cognate RNAs relative to alternative
structures.
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(45), indicating a remarkably high degree of specificity for the
formation of RNA tertiary structure.
How does P5abc stabilize the native state? P5abc consists of two
coaxially stacked helices and a third helix that originates from a
three-helix junction (23, 46, 47). When P5abc binds the ribozyme,
it forms an interface in which each helix of P5abc forms a specific
set of tertiary interactions with ‘‘contact partners’’ within the
ribozyme (Fig. 1) (22). The loop L5b forms a tetraloop–receptor
interaction with J6a兾6b, and residues within the A-rich bulge of P5a
form stacking interactions and hydrogen bonds with residues of P4.
In addition, L5c forms a base-pairing interaction with the L2 loop.
Because of these extensive interactions, the locations and orientations of diverse parts of the ribozyme are presumably strongly
influenced by the structure of P5abc. The stronger binding of P5abc
to the native ribozyme likely results from a more favorable prealignment of the contact sites in the native conformation, allowing
the contacts to form cooperatively by minimizing the need for
unfavorable rearrangements (Fig. 6). There is certainly some
rearrangement of the native ribozyme upon binding P5abc, because
P5abc binding increases hydroxyl radical protection of residues
away from its contact sites and restores catalytic activity to the
native ribozyme (23, 24). However, the overall patterns of protection from hydroxyl radicals are similar for the native E⌬P5abc
ribozyme and the native WT ribozyme, and the E⌬P5abc ribozyme
retains some catalytic activity (17, 23, 24), suggesting that E⌬P5abc
adopts a native fold that is similar to that of the WT ribozyme and
thus that the contact partners for P5abc binding are likely to be
crudely prealigned. In contrast, structural differences in the misfolded ribozyme presumably lead to a lower degree of prealignment, giving less cooperativity for formation of the tertiary contacts
with P5abc and therefore weaker binding. It will be interesting to
determine whether the stabilization of the native structure is a
unique effect of P5abc or whether specificity is lost upon disruption

